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Orioles are strikingly colored birds in shades of 
autumn. We were given a delightful mental image 
of this medium-sized, slender bird by the nineteenth 
century poet, Edgar Fawcett “…a scrape of sunset 
with a voice.” Not all orioles look the same, however, 
so their identification can be challenging. Photos 
throughout this article reveal how variable their 
colors and markings are. In the case of the hooded 
oriole (Icterus cucullatus nelsoni ssp.), the yellow or 
orange hues also vary geographically. Differences 
occur frequently by gender, always by age (Figures 1 
and 2), and to some degree during the non-breeding 
season. 

Three oriole species can be found in parts of 
California, Arizona and Nevada but the hooded 
oriole in the southwest is the most urban of the three 
and will be our focus. The hooded can be found in 
riparian and residential areas, at parks, and botanic 
gardens and desert oases. Its range spans most of 
coastal and Southern California, Southern Nevada, 
and western and southern regions of Arizona.

The other two southwestern species are the 
Bullock’s oriole (Icterus bollockii; Figure 3) and 
the Scott’s oriole (Icerus parisorum; Figure 4). In 
this article, several photos of the Bullock’s orioles 
are substituted for hooded orioles (due to image 
availability), but the photos illustrate behaviors 
generally common to all three species. 

As we will see, the oriole is not just another pretty 
bird; its story is also the story of two or more countries 
(and in some cases more than one continent), and the 
human story integral to it.

An oriole’s nest is unique to its builder and its 
location

All orioles have impressive engineering abilities, 
often constructing nests on the underside of banana 
leaves (Musa spp.) and more frequently palms 
fronds. Washingtonia species are especially favored 
by the hooded oriole and their increasing presence 
as street trees in desert landscapes is thought to have 
enabled the bird to expand its range beyond the 
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Adult male hooded oriole. Photo courtesy of Kathleen Waldron.
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Figure 1. Immature birds are paler yellow. Adult male hooded 
orioles are brighter yellow and tinged with orange. Note the 
male’s dark chin patch. Photo courtesy of David Assmann.

Figure 2. Adult female hooded orioles are paler yellow-green 
and usually lack a black bib. Photo courtesy of Mike’s Birds 
from Riverside, CA.

Figure 3. Adult male Bullock’s oriole foraging on Pride of 
Madera (Echium candicans). Photo courtesy of Keneva 
Photography.

Figure 4. Scott’s orioles breed in low-elevation areas in 
desert oases with yucca trees, piñon pine and juniper, as 
well semi-desert, montane and canyon locations. Photo 
courtesy of Jeff Flinn.

lower Colorado River (Unitt, 2004; Figure 5). Where 
palms are not present, cottonwood (Populus spp.), 
sycamore (Platanus spp.), eucalyptus (Eucalyptus 
spp.), fig (Moraceae spp.) and oak (Quercus spp.) are 
also used. Oriole nests are particularly difficult to 
spot when they are secured to the underside of large 
leaves and it’s important for arborists to be vigilant 
when working on these host species.

When nesting under the protection of a palm 
frond or a banana leaf, adult birds (most often the 

female but occasionally the male) uses the plant’s 
living leaf fibers. These nests can sometimes be 
detected by telltale shreds of fiber hanging down, 
sometimes for a foot or so (Grinnell, 1944). Since 
trees other than palms are chosen, and nest material 
is drawn from diverse locations, nests vary in size, 
shape, and composition. What is consistent is that 
they are hammock-like or sock-like (commonly 
referred to as semi-pensile or pensile respectively; 
Figure 6). Unfortunately, some birds are attracted 
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to manmade fibers such as tarp materials, ribbon, 
and fishing line (Figure 7). If these become wrapped 
around a leg, wing, or neck, the results can be 
deadly. As a point of interest, where Spanish moss  
(Tillandsia usneoides) is present, such as along the Rio 
Grande, its fibers may also be used to the extent that 
the nest may be almost entirely enshrouded by moss 
(Figure 8). 

Travail and tenacity allow orioles to nest where 
they do

If you encounter nesting hooded orioles at a 
job site, you are probably viewing individuals who 
have completed a journey north from their southern 
wintering grounds. They may have wintered in 
Baja California Sur or Western areas of Mexico. In 
late August and September of the previous year, 
the birds would have returned to these grounds 
to molt and to benefit from a milder climate and 
seasonal resources. In Mexico, flowers of Erythrina 

breviflora were found to be sufficient to provide the 
daily nutritional requirements for hooded orioles 
(Cruden et al., 1977). 

About mid-March to late April, the male at your 
site returned north to breed. (Adult males leave for 
their breeding grounds a few days or a week before 
females and immature males.) He likely timed his 
departure at dusk or just after. On board he carries 
a complex chemical web designed for navigation, 
allowing him to build a ‘eye map’ of the geomagnetic 
field through which he is traveling (Weidensaul, 
2021). The journey likely required several nights 
and may have extended into the morning hours. 
We can assume it was not uneventful. There are 
inherent risks: crosswinds or storms, competition 
for food at daytime rest and refueling spots, and 
attacks from predators.

After the male landed at the nesting location 
you discovered, his first task was to rebuild his 
energy stores while he waited for a female to arrive. 
She selects the nest location. So why was this tree 
chosen? Because the surrounding area met the 
pair’s basic requirements, i.e., an adequate supply 
of insects (primarily), but also nectar-producing 
flowers, and fruit, the right types of vegetation and 
structure for cover, and a tolerable risk of predators. 
All the while the pair would have fiercely guarded 
their territory and protected their eggs and young 
from potential predators (Figure 9). This nest you 
stumbled upon represents eons of natural selection. 
Let’s discover how.

Figure 5. Hooded orioles commonly nest in palms in 
developed areas. Photo courtesy of f11photo.

Figure 6. Branches provide structure for a hammock-like/
pensile nest. Adult male Bullock’s oriole shown. Photo 
courtesy of Laura McCullough.

Figure 7. Nests sometimes include tattered blue tarp fibers, 
twine, string, and fishing line which are potentially lethal to 
birds. Bullock’s oriole shown.  Photo courtesy of Jerry Ting
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Figure 8. When available, orioles may use Spanish moss 
to build or shield a nest. Male Bullock’s oriole shown. 
Photo courtesy of Eric Zhou.

Figure 9. When adult birds divebomb a hawk in spring 
or summer, an active nest is probably nearby. Bullock’s 
orioles and immature red-tailed hawk shown. Photo 
courtesy of Peggy Honda.

Figure 10. An adult bird with a bill full of insects is a 
parent that has young to feed. Adult male Bullock’s 
oriole shown.  Photo courtesy of David C. Stephens, 
www.flickr.com/photos/dcstep/.

The birds’ adaptations act in concert to support 
reproduction and survival

Feather condition and coloration during the breeding 
season are indicators of health. In the case of the adult 
male hooded oriole, vibrant colors serve two functions. 
Rivalling males know they are code for: “I’m fit, and I 
could be lethal to you!” To a discerning female, they 
translate this way: “He’s in good condition. He’ll be a 
fine provider and protector, and the odds of our young 
surviving are good (Figures 10-11).” But where the female 
is concerned, the male’s colors alone are not the only 
attribute that matters. His courtship song does as well.

Is she drawn to a sweet melody? Apparently not. 
He casts out a jumble of catlike cries, chatters, whistles 
and stolen parts of other bird vocalizations. I have 
wondered if way back deep in time in the tropics (where 
ornithologists suspect most North American birds 
originated), male orioles became sound mimics because 
they were uncertain as to what would hold a female’s 
attention. So here’s a takeaway: since the hooded oriole’s 
nest is particularly difficult to spot, it might be helpful to 
be alert for their reliable contact call, a whistled “Wheep”. 
But you can use this link to hear their full repertoire: 
www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Hooded_Oriole/sounds 
(simply enter the species’ name in the search bar). In 
addition, the free Merlin ID mobile app (https://merlin.
allaboutbirds.org/) will also listen for you and let you 
know if an oriole is nearby. Now, let’s consider their 
customized bill and legs. 

Compared with the short, stubby bill of a seed eater, 
the hooded oriole’s bill is long, pointed, and sharp. And 
it is slightly-decurved at the tip (Figure 12). You can 
imagine what a fine tool this makes for picking up insects, 
breaking open fruit, and accessing nectar-producing 

Figure 11. Male orioles are helpful and protective fathers. Male 
hooded shown.  Photo courtesy of Bob Gunderson.
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Figure 12. Bills are long, decurved and pointed at the tip, an 
adaptation for their foraging habits, and for weaving nests. 
Male hooded oriole shown. Photo courtesy of Steve Kaye.

Figure 13. An oriole’s bill spears fruit with ease. Paler 
immature hooded orioles shown. Photo courtesy of Mike’s 
Birds from Riverside, CA.

Figure 14. Long, strong legs allow orioles to access food by 
reaching far and hanging upside down. Immature Bullock’s 
oriole shown. Photo courtesy of Jerry Ting.

Figure 15. Female hooded oriole gathers palm fibers for her 
nest. Photo courtesy of Bob Gunderson.

Figure 16. To weave a semi-pensile nest in a palm the female 
concurrently pokes and pulls with its bill and pushes with 
its feet. Photo courtesy of Bob Gunderson.

Figure 17. Nests are lined with downy material. Female adult 
hooded oriole shown. Photo courtesy of Bob Gunderson.
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flowers (Figure 13). There’s another feature of the 
bill which all icterids share: they have strong muscles 
which allow them to forcibly open the bill wide and 
make a hole in many substrates, including leaf and 
flower bases, and bark. This gives them access to 
insects and other food that other species do not have 
(Sibley et al., 2001). 

The oriole’s legs are also long and strong allowing 
the bird exceptional agility for building a suspended 
nest, and for gripping stalks and branches to access 
food that is precariously out of reach (Pleasants et 
al., 2020; Sibley et al., 2001; Figure 14). Thanks to Bob 
Gunderson’s photos of nest building in progress, we 
can see how the hooded oriole’s bill and legs work 
in concert (Figures 15-17). To weave like an oriole, 
humans require two hands and two knitting needles. 
And we’re usually sitting down! 

A common question is this: If an active nest is 
accidentally damaged during tree care, can the birds 
just start a new nest somewhere else?

This is an excellent question. The short answer 
is “possibly,” but first I’ll quote author David Snow 
(1976), who writes “Needless to say, the bird does not 
really choose; the course that it takes is determined 
by its past evolutionary history, the opportunities 
offered by the environment, and the competitors 
and predators with which it has to contend. Natural 
selection guides it.” Whether the pair can or will re-
nest depends on several conditions. The outcome is a 
bit like a decision tree, so here are relevant questions, 
some of which will always be unanswered: 

• In what state and region was the nest, and 
was this the parent’s first clutch or second for 

the season? Hooded orioles that breed along 
coastal California appear to have only one 
brood, but two broods elsewhere (Pleasants 
et al., 2020). 

• How early or late in the breeding season did 
the loss occur? 

• Assuming time remains to re-nest, did the 
pair stay together? 

• Was another mate required? 
• Did they hold onto their territory, or did they 

abandon it because the risk of renesting there 
seemed too great? (It’s a stock market crash 
for birds to lose their nest and their breeding 
territory.) 

If it's early enough in the season (perhaps June) 
and they stayed in their territory, the odds are more 
favorable for re-nesting. Ultimately, the family needs 
time and sufficient resources to stockpile enough fat 
to return to their wintering grounds in late August 
or early September. Remaining on their breeding 
grounds for the winter poses increased risk. So, the 
takeaway here is that seemingly insignificant losses of 
nests and resources incrementally impact bird fitness 
and populations. TreeCareforBirds.com provides best 
management practices to prevent such losses. But let’s 
wrap up with a quick look at how humans help to drive 
where the hooded oriole is found in the first place. 

Plant choices made by humans play a role in driving 
the birds’ movements

We understand how fauna follow flora (Figures 
18-19). Orioles (and other birds) follow native as well 
as exotic nectar- and fruit-producing plants that have 
been introduced by humans in developed landscapes. 

Figure 19. Saguaro cactus blooms (Carnegiea gigantea) 
provide orioles with nectar and associated insect prey. Male 
hooded oriole shown. Photo courtesy of Rick Williams.

Figure 18. Pollinating insects are associated with many plants 
attractive to orioles. Photo courtesy of David G. Hayes.
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Birds simultaneously consume insects associated with 
these plants (Figures 20-22). It is commonly understood 
by scientists who track bird movements that introduced 
plants allow some birds to be more locally abundant, and 
even expand their range. Not surprisingly, the oriole’s 
bill also allows it to access hummingbird feeders. In parts 
of Southern California feeders are sufficiently abundant 
to dissuade some individuals from migrating south 
for the winter (Pleasants et al., 2020). Imagine that! The 
drawbacks and benefits associated with these evolving 
conditions can be very difficult to track.

Whether a bird is a short- or long-distance seasonal 
migrant, its ability to traverse landscapes (and even 
oceans) allows it to sample the fabric of our planet and 
to impact it as well. This is true of its hitchhikers which 
include plants, insects, fungi, and pathogens. When 
an oriole arrives in my yard in California, I hear Edgar 
Fawcett call out, “Gillian! A scrape of sunset with a 
voice!” My mind replies, “Yes Edgar, and a barometer of 
the planet’s health.” 

Gillian Martin 
Co-leader, Tree Care for Birds Committee of WCISA 
Gillian.Martin@CavityConservation.com 
 
I wish to express my gratitude to ornithologist Jon L. 
Dunn, for advice on preparation for this article.

Figure 20. Inflorescence of introduced silk oak 
(Grevillea spp.). Adult female hooded oriole shown. 
Note the lack of a black bib. Photo courtesy of Lois 
Manowitz.

Figure 21. Bottlebrush (Myrtaceae spp.). Adult male 
hooded oriole shown. Photo courtesy of Thy Bun.

Figure 22. Red hot poker plant (Kniphofia spp.). 
Adult Bullock’s oriole shown. Photo courtesy of Loree 
Johnson, http://www.loreejohnson.com/.
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